Socio-demographic and psychological risk factors for suicidal behavior among individuals with anorexia and bulimia nervosa: A systematic review.
Suicide is the second leading cause of death among individuals with anorexia nervosa (AN) and is also elevated in bulimia nervosa (BN). We carried out a systematic review in which we analyzed the relationship between AN and/or BN and suicidality (i.e. suicidal ideation or attempted and/or death by suicide) and the major risk factors for suicidal behavior among AN and BN patients by synthesizing the qualitative data from relevant studies. According to PRISMA guidelines, we conducted a systematic search of the literature on PsycNET, PubMed, Google Scholar, and ScienceDirect. Search terms were "eating disorders" "OR" "anorexia" "OR" "bulimia" combined with the Boolean "AND" operator with "suicide." The initial search identified 8,590 records, of which 38 research reports met the predefined inclusion criteria and were analyzed. Eating disorders (EDs) were found to be associated with a marked increase in suicidal behaviors and ideation. ED type, impulsivity, and specific interpersonal features were associated with suicidal behavior. Our findings highlight the importance of the combined role of socio-demographic and psychological factors to the co-occurrence of EDs and suicidal behavior. It is imperative that a thorough suicide assessment be conducted routinely for individuals with past and current EDs, and that clinicians be aware that this risk may be ongoing and occur throughout treatment, even after ED symptoms appear to be remitting. Study limitations include diagnostic definitions of and criteria for EDs, and the different terminology used by researchers to define suicide, including non-suicidal behaviors, which weakens the ability to draw conclusions regarding actual suicidal behaviors versus other self-harm behaviors.